
Grillstream technology is a well-established brand seeking to revolutionise outdoor
cooking with its unique double grill fat-streaming system, the wealth of features that

come with Grillstream barbecues allow even the novice chef to perfect the art of grilling
outdoors, check out our new extensive range of cooking solutions here.
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The best part of the Hybrid system is its
flexibility,

allowing you to use all gas, all charcoal or
any

combination of the two. Why not try a bit of
indirect
cooking by loading the two outer trays with
charcoal
and leaving the rest unlit? Or how about load a
single

tray with charcoal, ready to sear those steaks
at a

The simple science behind the double grills
system
is that the top grill streams away most of
the fats
and juices that would otherwise cause
flare-ups.
Anything that drips over the side of the top
grill

collects in the bottom grill, this is taken
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At LeisureGrow we have over 20 years of
experience
when it comes to meeting and exceeding
customer
expectations. With our dedicated QA team
in the

Sausages and burgers are a great staple of
any
barbecue but, if you’re looking to get a
little bit

more creative, the Gastro System has it
covered.
The built-in, Gourmet and Island Models
come

equipped with our Gastro System which is
great
for cooking more delicate foods, such as

Featuring a built-in gauge, GasSure
keeps you
informed of your gas levels, ensuring you
never
run out unexpectedly. With its innovative
safety

shut-off valve, it detects leaks and stops
the flow
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U-shaped burners for
complete heat

New for 2024 SmashGrill is the ultimate in versatile cooking – you can cook
breakfast,

lunch and dinner, including fried eggs, pancakes, stir fried vegetables, and
fiddly

Large flat plate cooking
area

Flat Plate 91cm x 44cm He at Output

Double storage

Removable fat
cup

Gas bottle

GasSur

Integrated
Piezo
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RRP £579.99
OUR PRICE

£499
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This neat little barbecue is all-grill, and is perfect for smaller spaces with its fold down
side-shelves. Small but mighty, the new for 2024 Aspect models come fully equipped with

Grillstream Technology and Hybrid System.

Independent jet
flame ignition

Bottle opener

Hybrid cooking system

Double skinned hood
with built-in thermometer

Fold down side shelves

Removable fat cup
for easy cleaning

Wheels for easy
manoeuvrability

Stainless steel
warming rack

Middle shelf for storage

Grill 46cm x 39cm He at Output 7.0kW

Includes standard Regulator
and Hose

RRP £369.99
OUR PRICE

£299
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Packed with all the same features as its smaller brother, the Aspect 3
Burner

Independent
jet

Bottle

Hybrid cooking system

Double skinned hood
with built-in

Fold down side

Removable fat
cup

Wheels for
easy

Stainless
steel

Middle shelf for

Grill 57cm x 39cm He at Output

Includes standard
Regulator

RRP £469.99
OUR PRICE

£399
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The 3 Burner Classic is the ideal BBQ for smaller gatherings while
still

boasting our Hybrid cooking system and Grillstream technology as

Independent
jet

Bottle

Hybrid cooking system

Double skinned hood
with built-in

Stylish
shaped

Removable fat
cup

LED light-
up

Lockable castors for easy
manoeuvrability and

Stainless
steel

Griddle plate

Storage

Grill 38cm x 39cm Griddle 19cm x 39cm He at Output

Includes standard
Regulator

RRP £579.99
OUR PRICE

£499
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Our Classic 4 Burner features our Gastro Modular System which lets you
interchange
a removeable circular griddle plate with a clay pizza stone, chicken roaster

Independent
jet

Hybrid cooking system

Double skinned hood
with built-in

Grill 70cm x 39cm Circ ular Gas tro Griddle  d30.5cm He at

Bottle

Stylish
shaped

Removable fat
cup

LED light-
up

Lockable castors for easy
manoeuvrability and

Stainless
steel

Storage

Gastro modular

Includes standard
Regulator

Side Burner
for use with

RRP £699.99
OUR PRICE

£599
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The newly re-imagined Gourmet stainless steel 4 burner oozes elegance with
sleek

looks and is packed with features such as the Smart Grill app controlled

Hybrid cooking system

Double skinned hood with built-in
thermometer and glass viewing

Independent
jet

Bottle

Intergrated removable fat
cup

Colour changing
LED

Lockable castors for easy
manoeuvrability and

Fold away
warming

Steak Shelf
Ceramic

Gastro modular

Cast aluminium end
caps

Tool hooks for handy

Grill 70cm x 42cm Circ ular Gas tro Griddle  d30.5cm He at Output

GasSur

Smart Grill - App
controlled

RRP £1029.99
OUR PRICE

£899
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The new upgraded Gourmet stainless steel 6 burner is a grand barbecue with
sleek

looks and is packed with features such as the Smart Grill app controlled

Hybrid cooking system

Double skinned hood with built-in
thermometer and glass viewing

Independent
jet

Bottle

Intergrated removable fat
cup

Colour changing
LED

Fold away
warming

Steak Shelf
Ceramic

Gastro modular

Cast aluminium end
caps

Lockable castors for easy
manoeuvrability and
stability

Grill 90cm x 42cm Circ ular Gas tro Griddle  d30.5cm He at Output

GasSur

Smart Grill - App
controlled

RRP £1199.99
OUR PRICE

£999
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